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The direct line, that combines the Irish label Psychonavigation with the Italian artists, particularly
with the artists from the field of minimalist Neoclassicism, does not stop. The same ideal
production process route that a few months ago has trod Bruno Bavota is now being followed by
Andrea Carri, twenty-four old pianist from Emilia Romagna who already has considerable
experiences, he started to play at a very young age and released already three albums before his
newest work "Chronos".
Like his other "colleagues", Carri concentrated in his piano music an expressive and at the same
time moderate and deep suggestive language, a clear kinematic determination. However, his work
lives not only from the imaginative nightly cadences, which is dedicated to the course of time,
it captures with sensitivity not only the suspensions between gently rippling notes, but marks also
the inexorable progress through a number of post-processing and song-like orchestration, that
produce prevalently an intense and dreamy ambience.
It is precisely this framework, which brings the compositions to shine that otherwise would touch
the academic formalism as well as to highlight the amplitude of the expressive spectrum from Carri:
the use of string instruments, but also electric guitar, synths and different effects linger in fact
through the album, lightly suspended on the repentant piano notes.
This is how a fascinating mist ("Past" and especially the wonderful "Present") was born, and
surprising visions of science fiction ("Future"), as well as soft chamber music, in which the
main emphasis is placed on the carrying themes of the work, the emptiness, the loss,
the aberration ("Oggetti dimenticati", "Foglio bianco", "Le parole che non ti ho mai detto").
The only remedy in the course of time is, for Carri, just the music, almost caressed by
his light touches, which gradually fade elsewhere in the space-time balance between classic
and modern ("Music Is Eternity"). This is, in fact, the summary of the eleven compositions of
"Chronos", made ??by Carri, indicating with clarity that in Italy the language of the "modern
classic" is on the rise.

